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Georgia’s relationship with NATO has grown less secure in recent months. Once among the West’s closest partners, Tbilisi has, both in terms of rhetoric and action, scaled back its drive towards NATO integration. Meanwhile, at the 2023 Vilnius summit, NATO formally decoupled the question of Georgian membership from that of Ukraine, breaking up a diplomatic tandem that had existed since 2008. This policy memo seeks to identify the causes of this chilling in relations by analyzing influences on each side. It finds that the Georgian government operates under specific conditions that incentivize divergence from NATO. Additionally, years of stalled progress due to a lack of enthusiasm among many NATO member states has engendered a pessimistic view of the prospects for Georgian membership that could fuel Russia-aligned, propagandistic narratives and drag Tbilisi further away from the alliance.

Small states caught between great-power competition tend to build volatility into their foreign policy strategies. These pressures also apply to Georgia, though until recently the country has tended to plot an unambiguously pro-Western foreign policy course as part of a “balancing” strategy against Russia as the regional hegemonic power. More generally, however, buffer states tend to employ “strategic hedging,” which denotes “a bundle of
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opposite and deliberately ambiguous policies vis-à-vis competing powers to prepare a fallback position” (Efremova 113, 2019). Applied to the Georgian context, this strategy would envisage a more multi-vector foreign policy stance than Georgia has traditionally held, threading the needle between the interests of Russia, Turkey, and the West. In theory, “strategic hedging” favors long-term self-preservation despite frustrating powerful actors—like NATO and Russia—in the short term.

The shift in Georgia’s geopolitical stance from one of unambiguous pro-Western orientation to a more ambiguous stance could be characterized as Georgia shifting to a more cryptic “strategic hedging” strategy. This has manifested itself primarily in reform slowdowns and messaging tone shifts, complicating the optimal response of Western partners. Even as Georgian foreign policy spokespersons have maintained an explicitly pro-Western facade, Tbilisi’s progress on the political reforms necessary to secure NATO membership has stalled (Koridze 2023). Meanwhile, its leaders have issued inflammatory statements that seemingly contradict the state’s stated goal of integration into the alliance. A democratization and Westernization process that once promised Georgian citizens some relief from the threat of Russian aggression has taken a series of critical, and otherwise avoidable, political hits that risk perpetuating Georgia’s insecurity.

When analysts discuss Georgia’s “balancing act” between Russia and the West (Karelska 2022), they are identifying Tbilisi’s risky strategic hedging doctrine. This doctrine is, however, often characterized as reactionary, or as a form of appeasing the Kremlin. Such a characterization is misplaced; Georgia’s strategic hedging instead reflects a pre-conceived strategy to place Georgia in a purportedly ideal position when the Russia-Ukraine war ends. This said, certain exogenous and endogenous factors influence this behavior, with the effect of either pulling Georgia and NATO apart or pushing them closer together.

The results of the recent NATO summit in Vilnius raise the stakes of Georgian policy. Georgia left the summit with only a reaffirmation of NATO’s previously stated commitments, while Ukraine, long its accession partner, received a streamlined and revitalized membership promise. Ukraine’s security situation may be more fragile, but from the Georgian government’s perspective—with Russian military forces occupying Georgian territory a mere 60 kilometers northwest of Tbilisi—its near-total absence from the Vilnius agenda could catalyze a further retreat from cooperation with the West. These conditions prompt the following questions: What are the influences upon Georgia’s ambiguous foreign
policy regarding NATO? And in a post-Vilnius context, what long-term implications might they pose?

Veering Off Track

At the 2008 NATO Bucharest summit, both Georgia and Ukraine received identical commitments of eventual membership, and ever since, Georgia has maintained close collaboration with the alliance. In lieu of a Membership Action Plan (MAP), NATO offered Georgia an Annual National Programme (ANP) just after the Bucharest Commitment, establishing a yearly means of reviewing Georgia’s progress on political reforms, and quickly deepened several military partnerships (Rybarczyk 2022). Perhaps most significant of all, NATO updated its 2014 Substantial NATO-Georgia Package (SNGP) in 2020 to offer practical support and bolster “interoperability” between Georgian defense forces and the alliance (NATO 2023). Though far from a MAP, the updated SNGP was a notable inducement and bolstered not only Georgia’s defense capabilities—with 15 support areas across all military services—but, crucially, potential integration of the Georgian military into NATO. In a post-2022 context, this capacity building helps reduce the existential nature of the Russian threat and thereby draws Georgia closer to the West.

In recent months, however, it seems that the good-faith partnership between Tbilisi and the alliance has faltered. What was once a NATO-aspirant dyad of two West-oriented fledgling states, Ukraine and Georgia, has disintegrated; despite Moscow’s active military presence in the territory of both, it appears that the Georgian government has lost some enthusiasm for NATO.

This cooldown in relations has manifested itself in Georgia’s drop-off in progress toward NATO-mandated reforms like those under the ANP (Civil Georgia 2022). Western partners have castigated Georgia’s lack of political will in areas such as media freedom, “de-oligarchization,” and reducing the perception of alignment with Russia, NATO’s most pressing adversary. In fact, even Georgia’s purported remedies have elicited Western ire: The Georgian Dream (GD) anti-oligarch law’s subjective definition of oligarch suggested it would target opposition businesspeople, rather than reduce the political power of Georgia’s wealthiest man, billionaire and GD founder Bidzina Ivanishvili (Kincha 2022). Accordingly, in June of this year, the EU said it was “better not to adopt the bill” (JAMnews 2023).
Moreover, even political-military relations may be stalling. NATO holds joint military exercises to project its willingness to “defend every inch of Allied territory” (NATO 2023). Georgia skipped the multinational DEFENDER 2023 exercises, citing “expenses,” yet former Defense Minister Tina Khidasheli doubted this motive and said that participation costs Georgia nothing (Gogotishvili 2023). If this backsliding persists, then both the values-based and political-military dimensions of Georgia-NATO relations will work in concert to counteract Georgian accession. At present, the resilience of political-military technocratic cooperation mitigates the harm of Georgia’s stalling values-based reform agenda. Without this, relations would fall further into jeopardy.

The most striking way in which Georgia has departed from its traditional policy towards NATO is in the rhetoric of its officials towards the alliance. This has gone as far as repeating narratives on NATO more commonly associated with the Kremlin than those of hitherto staunchly pro-Western Georgia. Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili, for example, stated at a security forum in May that “NATO expansion” was “one of the main reasons” for Russia’s invasion of Ukraine (Gavin 2023), which elicited a harsh reaction from NATO Special Representative Javier Colomina. NATO is “concerned about the reaction of certain representatives of the parliament and government,” responded Colomina, who added that Georgia and NATO must together “stand … with Ukraine” (Gogotishvili 2023).

Clearly, Georgia-NATO friction has accelerated at an inopportune moment. The Russian invasion of Ukraine has necessitated more urgency in focusing on European collective defense, and Georgia, defying its NATO-supportive public, risks missing its chance at integration.

**Identifying Georgia’s Non-Integration Incentives**

It is prudent to identify the ways in which Euro-Atlantic integration opposes powerful Georgian interests. The actions that follow from these incentives—detailed in the previous section—have contributed to NATO policymakers’ souring on Georgia. Because Western integration demands concessions on these interests, Georgia is primed to resist full implementation of Western reforms, influenced by these “pull” factors.

**Economic Factors**

The first major influence in this regard is the one with the broadest influence on the country as a whole: refraining from imposing stronger sanctions on Russia carries obvious short-
term benefits for the Georgian economy. The Western multilateral sanctions program designed to isolate the Russian war economy has been largely ineffective. When the West stopped exporting to Russia, the Kremlin found other willing partners. China and Turkey filled most of the post-invasion import gap, but Georgia appeared alongside Kazakhstan and Iran in the list of countries whose exports to Russia increased by at least 25% in the eight months after the invasion began (Holder et al 2023).

NATO members—and the broader West—noticed. A team of Western sanctions officials visited Tbilisi in mid-June, seeking to ensure that Georgia would not render their anti-Russian sanctions program obsolete. Their assessment was positive: Officials acknowledged that Georgia was upholding its “serious obligations” to avoid Russian sanction circumvention (Agenda.ge 2023).

The facts may run deeper, however. Giorgi Muchaidze, former Georgian Deputy Defense Minister, noted in an interview, “Western officials still aren’t exactly sure what’s happening; there are suspicions and question marks” (Jones and Muchaidze 2023).

For example, a recent report alleged that the Georgian government used taxpayer money to purchase a fleet of Kamaz trucks after the war began. The Russian state owns 49% of Kamaz and uses its vehicles against Ukraine and the West sanctions Kamaz accordingly (Kroll 2023). Such a purchase would constitute sanction-evasion and pose a double threat to Georgian accession, not only opposing the will of NATO member states but signaling favoritism toward Russia over NATO. The first offense represents another reform lapse, while the second could motivate an alliance-wide rejection of Georgian membership.

Georgian economic dependence on Russia has grown since the invasion of Ukraine. A February 2023 independent report found that, in 2022, Georgia accrued $3.6 billion USD in income from Russia, triple the 2021 figure, and remittances from Russia to Georgia grew fivefold (Transparency International 2023). This growing dependence portends one of two ramification-laden scenarios. Firstly, Georgia might be covertly but consciously aligning itself with Russia, both politically and economically, ultimately at the cost of Georgia-NATO relations. Second, and perhaps more likely, economic dependence on Russia could stem from opportunism and necessity, ultimately undermining Georgian economic stability if Georgia-NATO relations improve again and force a sudden economic disengagement from Russia.
Power Consolidation

A second factor is the NATO-mandated political and economic liberalization that potentially threatens the current Georgian government’s power. Freedom House notes Georgia’s culture of “political antagonism and illiberal tactics.” The Washington-based organization rated Georgia’s “democratic governance” 2.25 out of 7 (Freedom House 2023).

In stark contrast with this on-the-ground Georgian reality, NATO holds that an “essential” membership criterion for aspirant nations is a commitment to “uphold[ing] democracy” (U.S. Department of State 1997). Democratic countries, as NATO recognizes, are generally less receptive to Kremlin influence (Katz and Taussig 2018). Granted, neither Hungary nor Turkey are models of democracy, but both secured membership in a prior era.

The current Georgian government has displayed authoritarian tendencies and pursued illiberal policies in recent months. The high-profile “foreign agents bill” and the refusal to deal with entrenched corruption in the Georgian judiciary are examples of this. A prominent anti-corruption coalition stated in June that several Georgian judges are “in alliance with the government and [make] decisions … to achieve narrow political goals” (Civil Georgia 2023). These circumstances reflect the importance of holding onto power for the current Georgian government and present a major barrier to the country’s NATO accession.

Parliamentary opposition members agree; many, including Defense and Security Committee Deputy Chair Teona Akubardia, say the Georgian government is not faithfully implementing democratic reforms because it would compromise their grip on power (Jones and Akubardia 2023). Recent democracy-related concerns underscore these assertions. At minimum, given the illiberal GD track record, the intrinsic value of a free, pluralistic society is unlikely to motivate NATO reforms; at maximum, the GD actively avoids reform implementation because they hinder the use of repressive political tools.

NATO Withdrawal Could Fuel Anti-Western Populism

For the above reasons, NATO member-state representatives have recently criticized Georgia’s reliability, indicating that recent Georgian actions constitute an endogenous “pull” factor (Jozwiak 2023). However, considering the West’s inaction amid the 2008 Russo-Georgian War and snowballing Eurosceptic rhetoric from the Georgian government, any
NATO move away from Georgia might further drive Tbilisi into the arms of Russia, inflicting strategic harm on broad Western interests. As former U.S. diplomats Ian Kelly and David J. Kramer predicted: “Unless the West takes action quickly, we may be asking, ‘Who lost Georgia?’” (Kelly and Kramer 2023).

**Vilnius Decouples Ukraine and Georgia**

Georgia’s and Ukraine’s dual receipt of the Bucharest commitment in 2008 was based on their commonalities. For a considerable period, discussion of one country’s membership hopes brought discussion of the other (Agenda.ge 2021).

This changed when the Vilnius summit ended with drastically different outcomes for Ukraine and Georgia. In the summit communiqué, NATO declared that “Ukraine’s path to full Euro-Atlantic integration has moved beyond the need for [MAP]” and Ukraine may join once “Allies agree and conditions are met.” The decision was significant and streamlined Ukraine’s path to membership.

Georgia fared differently. After asserting the continued relevance of the ANP to Georgian membership, the alliance merely reiterated the Bucharest Commitment and said Georgia “must” make reform progress, a sharper tone than before (NATO 2023). Furthermore, NATO did not, as it has since 2016, reaffirm that Georgia-NATO relations contain sufficient “tools to prepare for membership” (Civil Georgia 2023).

**Catalyzing Further Decline**

A protracted sense of hopelessness regarding Georgian membership will provide ammunition to Eurosceptic voices and lower the cost of engagement with Russia. Consequently, analysts expect greater perceived isolation to result from the decoupling (Jones and Kakachia). This isolation—with its accompanying security risks—will provoke additional vitriol akin to the prime minister’s anti-NATO remarks, potentially angering the alliance even more. The GD has long used the West’s relative inaction when Russia invaded Georgia in 2008 to justify its stance. Extended NATO indifference may create another emotional weak spot to exploit.

GD leaders, including Speaker of the Georgian Parliament Shalva Papuashvili, have already incorporated the alliance’s apparent detachment into their populist remarks. Papuashvili compared Western passivity during the 2008 Russian invasion of Georgia to NATO’s
involvement with Ukraine and criticized the West for calling on Georgia to “act boldly” without sufficient security guarantees (Georgia Today 2023).

Papuashvili’s statements, and others like them, reflect what U.S. Army Lieutenant Colonel Walter Landgraf calls “NATO fatigue,” which Landgraf connects to MAP-less “consolation prizes” (Kucera 2023). This fatigue—even if disingenuous—threatens future relations between NATO and Georgia. As experts note, the recent cooling of relations could be a tool for GD NATO-sceptics eager to compromise key pillars of Georgia-NATO relations, especially in terms of undermining broad public support for the alliance in Georgian society (Jones and Kutelia 2023). And with parliamentary elections on the horizon, manipulation of public opinion will grow more lucrative.

This element introduces dangerous volatility into Georgia-NATO relations. As Georgia backslides on NATO cooperation, the resultant NATO withdrawal will then enable Eurosceptics to use “NATO fatigue” against the West. This process could create a feedback loop and more alienation in Georgia-NATO relations. That is, Georgian anti-NATO rhetoric and failure to reform will lead NATO to further withdraw, in turn eliciting more of the former and repeating until halted by concrete policy change.

**Conclusion**

Georgia-NATO relations may be cooling but are not yet beyond the point of no return. This memo sought to identify exogenous disincentives for the Georgian government to cooperate with NATO and detailed the ways in which these Georgian “pull factors”—chiefly economic dependence on Russia and illiberal power-consolidation—motivate a stance of defying NATO, potentially creating a destructive feedback loop.

Although the strategic hedging doctrine ostensibly promotes long-term survival at the expense of short-term bilateral relations, Tbilisi must recognize that in Georgia’s case, its long- and short-term fates are inextricably linked. As this paper has established, given the conditions that dictate Georgia-NATO relations, for Georgia to further frustrate NATO could set off a chain reaction that provokes a more permanent Georgia-NATO break and thereby serious long-term security risks for Tbilisi. This outcome appears somewhat probable, given that the Georgian government’s non-integration incentives sap it of the
political will to credibly align its policies with the West. As such, Georgian civil society actors favoring Euro-Atlantic integration should first target the strength of these incentives, for only under conditions in which the underlying incentives shift considerably might the Georgian government develop the political will for good-faith Western solidarity.

Cryptic policies vis-à-vis two competing powers may work elsewhere, but for Georgia, a vulnerable state seeking a Western escape route from the Russian military threat, it is unsustainable to proclaim a desire for a Western future while also placating the Kremlin. As the Russo-Ukraine war reinforces NATO’s defensive cohesion and thereby solidifies the divide between Russia and the West, effective strategic hedging will soon become impossible. Tbilisi will need to demonstrate —with actions, not hollow declarations— that it wishes to align itself with the West.
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